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1. Overview of Photogrammetric works 

1.1. Work Flow 
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1.2. Equipment to be used 

Hardware  Personal Computer (Keyboard, System Mouse) 
 LCD Monitor 
 3D Monitor 
 3D glasses and accessories 
 Topo Mouse (Mouse for 3D work) 

Software  Photography plan Tool 
 MATCH_AT (Inpho) 
 ERDAS IMAGINE (IMAGINE Photogrammetry, AutoDTM, Terrain Editor) 

 

2. Aerial Triangulation 

2.1. Essential Instruction 

 Aerial Photography 

Through aerial photography, location of airplane and direction of camera are recorded by GNSS/IMU.  The 

location of airplane and the direction of camera are recorded when each aerial photo is shuttered.  Using this 

theory, Stereo photogrammetry technology is available. 

 

 

 Aerial Triangulation  

“Aerial Triangulation” is the work to calculate (analyze) shot positon and direction of each photo-image or 

satellite image for the purpose of orienting the “Stereo-models”. 

In the “Aerial Triangulation”, at first, “Ground Control Points (GCP)” and “Tie-points” shall be measured on 

each image to tie overlapping area among adjacent images. Then calculate the positon and direction of each 

image from “Image Coordinate” of “each tie-point” and “Ground Coordinate” of GCP. This calculate process 

is called “Adjustment” and usually “Bundle Adjustment” is generally used. 

 Camera 

In case of using “Digital Aerial Camera” currently popular in this industry, Refer “Focal Length”, “Pixel 

size(μm)”, “Principal Points (PPX, PPY)” from the “Calibration Report” of Camera. 

GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System              IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit 
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 GNSS/IMU, RPC File 

“GNSS/IMU” is useful and effective knowing initial position and direction of each image. In case of Satellite, 

RPC (Rational Polynomial Coefficient) file correspond it. 

 

 Point Measurement 

Measuring Tie points, 3 points (Top, Middle, and Bottom) on 

the vertical center line of an image, In case a tie-point locates 

on overlapped (adjacent) image, the point must be measured 

on neighbouring as well. 

 

 

 

 Calculation (Block Adjustment) 

Among Adjustment methods of “Aerial Triangulation”, 

the most popular one is the “Bundle Adjustment”. This is 

the method to calculate “Exterior Orientation” altogether 

using the solution based on “collinearity condition with 

control points and tie points” 

 

 

 

 Outputs of Aerial Triangulation and Accuracy Control 

Result of Aerial triangulation is generally as below.  

1) Exterior Orientation output (table) 

2) Tie-point list 

3) Flight Index 

4) Record of Adjustment 

5) Other document 

 

2.2. Tool (Photogrammetric Software) Manipulation 

ERDAS Imagine (provided by Hexagon Geospatial) MATCH-AT (Trimble Inpho) are popular software for 

Aerial Triangulation work. This chapter explains basic manipulation of these software. 

 

 ERDAS Photogrammetry 

This software is many options for processing satellite images or other raster images. 

▲Ground Control Point × Tie Point 
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In IMAGINE Photogrammetry, popular procedure is initial setting, interior orientation, exterior orientation, 

DEM generation, ortho-rectification. 

 

 Project Setting 

i）Open Imagine Photogrammetry 

 

 

ii）In “Block Property Setup” window opened, click “Set”. 
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iii）In Projection Chooser window, choose appropriate horizontal coordinate system. 

 

 

iv）Camera File Creation. 

 

 

Input Flying height (roughly) 

From the GPS/IMU 
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 Importing aerial images 

After creating Block File, aerial images shall be loaded. 

i）In the “IMAGINE Photogrammetry Project Manager” window, click icon  and choose images. 

 

 

ii）After loading the image, input pixel size into all images (called as Interior Orientation) . 

 

 

 Interior Orientation and Exterior Orientation 

Image which is shot on central projection has 2 types of 

distortion.  One is called internal distortion and it caused by 

camera and sensor used.  The other is called external distortion 

and it caused by geometry of method of image shot.  In order 

to remove these distortions, internal orientation and external 

orientation should be executed in ortho-rectification processing. 

Lens distortion and focal length shall be input for internal 

orientation of camera mounted on airplane.  Position and 

rotation angle of camera when image was shot shall be defined 

for exterior orientation.  Variable number for defining position 

and rotation angle of image are called exterior orientation 

parameter.  In case that GNSS/IMU is used for photography, 

exterior orientation parameter is available. 

 

 Measurement of Ground Control Points (GCPs) and Tie Points. 

After Interior Orientation and Exterior Orientation, GCPs and Tie Points are measured. 

GCPs make correspondence image coordinate where specified point on image to geographic coordinate.  
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To measure geographic coordinate, vector data which indicate roads, buildings, etc. and ortho-rectified image 

such as aerial photo and satellite are usable. 

GCPs make correspondence image coordinate where specified point on image to geographic coordinate.  

To measure geographic coordinate, vector data which indicate roads, buildings, etc. and ortho-rectified image 

such as aerial photo and satellite are usable. 

 

 

 

 

 Adjustment (Aerial Triangulation) 

i）To set properties for Triangulation, click icon  

 

▲Ground Control Point × Tie Point 
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ii）In “Rational Function Refinement” window, choose any settings. 

 

 

iii）After completion of settings, click “Run” 

After adjustment (Calculation), a summary of the result shall be displayed as below.  And then, click 

“Report” to check the details. 
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iv）Check the threshold (ASIG Standard) In the result,.  (Save this as text file as needed) 

 

 

 For Residuals of GCPs (Left) 

 For Residuals of Tie Points (Right) 
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v）If the residuals are within threshold (ASIG Standard) and are acceptable, click “Accept” and “OK”. 

 

If the result does not satisfy with threshold, check the result of GCPs and Tie Points measurement and adjust 

again. This cycle shall be continued until the result becomes acceptable. 

In case of bad condition of measured Tie points such as between models in different season, in unclear image, 

those Points had better be moved of removed. 

 

vi）Coordinate of Tie Points are calculated and input in “Point Measurement”. 

 

 

vii）GCPs and Tie Points are shown as below in “IMAGINE Photogrammetry Project Manager”.  Finally, 

save this data (*.blk). 

 

For knowing further information, refer ERDAS Help. 
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 MATCH AT 

 Project Setting 

i）Create Project 

Create “New file” and fill the blank in Basic setting. It is not necessary to define the Coordinate unit, 

however “Object unit” and “Angular unit” must be defined to correspond to the unit in GNSS/IMU. 

 

 

ii）Camera Setting 

Click “Cameras/Sensors” then fill the “Camera ID” and Select “Sensor type” and “Brand” from “Camera 

calibration report.pdf” which was used in Aerial Photography. 

 PPA(x, y) must be input if the value is not 0. 

 

 

iii）Import GNSS/IMU 

Click “GNSS/IMU” then import GNSS/IMU data. 
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Follow the below steps based on the format of the target “GNSS/IMU”. 
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Finally, input acceptable threshold for each GNSS (x, y, z) and IMU (Omega, Phi, Kappa). 

 

 

iv）Import Images  

Click “Photos” then add images (Image base / Directory base). If ID both image itself and that of 

“GNSS/IMU” is same, Images and GNSS/IMU coordinates and angles shall be automatically correlated. 
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Click “Strips” then Select Images strip by strip. Flight direction must be arranged by the order of Photo ID 

(See C1 and C2). 

 

  

Set Block if it is necessary. 

 

 

v）Create Image Pyramid 

Go to “Imaging” and select “Image Commander”. 

 

 

Select all images and click “Process Image Overviews” to make pyramid images from all of images. 
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vi）Import GCP 

Click “Photos” then import GCP data and follow the below steps based on the format of the target “GCP”. 

Finally, input acceptable threshold for each point (x, y, z). 

 

 

Following is the result of imported data. 
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 Point measurement 

i） GCP 

Go to “Multi Photo Measurement” Tool and select target GCP. Click “Measure” icon and measure positions 

on the images which contain the point. Continue the measurement till all points are measured. 

 

 

ii）Tie Points 

There are 2 options for tie points measurement, the one is “Interactive” same method as “GCP” 
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measurement and the other is “Automatic” as below. 

For “Automatic” measurement, Go to “Aerial Frame Triangulation”. 

 

 

Select “Automatic tie point extraction with adjustment of block” then set the use of GNSS/IMU and the 

distribution of tie points. 

 

 

Run the calculation and see the result. 
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 Adjustment 

Go to “Aerial Frame Triangulation” and select “Post processing (adjustment only)”. 

 

 

“Std. Dev” shows the same value as input in the previous steps (importing GNSS/IMU and GCP). 

 

 

Run processing and see result (aat.html). In case the residuals of GCP and Tie-points do not satisfy required 

threshold (ASIG Standard), re-measure points which have bigger residual using “Multi Photo Measurement” 

Tool and re-process until the success. 
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 Export the result 

EO (Exterior Orientation) file shall be exported into 

required format. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3. Quality Evaluation of Aerial Triangulation 

Residual calculated with “Least Square Method” of Tie-points and GCPs from the result of Adjustment record 

shall be evaluated. In case that the residual satisfies with value of threshold in ASIG “Standard”, the result of 

Aerial Triangulation is accepted. 
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3. DEM Creation and Editing 

3.1. Essential Instruction 

 Concept of DEM 

There are “DSM” and “DTM”. “DSM” is usually generated with Image matching method (See (2) Image 

Matching) and “DTM” is usually generated from Contourline, edited “DSM” with Photogrammetric software 

(See 3.2.). 

 In case of Lidar data, points classified as “ground” are used for “DTM” and other available points are used 

for “DSM”. 

 

 Image Matching 

Points (image coordinate) which are shown up on overlapping images are specified by image matching.  

Calculating correlation function to specified points, Final set of Image points are determined by statistical test. 

 

i）An aspect point is extracted on image as a target 

point.  And the pixel which is adjacent to the 

point (correlation window) is acquired. 

 

ii）Based on orientation information, epipolar line is 

specified on adjacent overlapping image to be 

stereo pair.  And search window is located 

along the line because corresponding point is 

certainly on the epipolar line. 

 

iii）Adjacent pixel is acquired toward candidate points 

which are comprised in the search window, and cross-correlation coefficients are calculated.  Point 

which is highest correlation is extracted as corresponded point. 

 

DSM 

DTM 

DSM - Digital Surface Model 

DTM - Digital Terrain Model 

DEM - Digital Elevation Model 
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 Ground Point Coordinate Determination 

3D coordinate of the point determined is measured by 

principle of photogrammetry (Space Forward Intersection) 

 

Space Forward Intersection is a technique that is 

commonly used to determine the ground coordinates X, Y, 

and Z of points that appear in the overlapping areas of two 

or more images based on known interior orientation and 

known exterior orientation parameters. 

 

 Type of DEM 

X, Y and Z coordinate of points measured are able to be outputted in various types such as raster DEM, 

Terramodel TIN, 3D shape, ASCII and LTF. Conversion between types is possible with Photogrammetric 

software or GIS. 

Each type has its character therefore appropriate type shall be selected so that is better than raster DEM in 

case of editing by using Terrain Editor. 

       

Raster DEM Tin 3D shape (Point/line) ASCII 

 

Type Format (example) Advantage Disadvantage 
Raster DEM Tiff, Img Small to medium Data size 

Format is relatively versatile 
Limited Editing tool 

TIN Ltf Small Data size 
Many editing tool 

Browsable and Editable 
Software is limited 

3D 
shape  

Point Shape Format is relatively versatile Big Data size 
Limited Editing tool 

Line Shape (contour 
line) 

Format is relatively versatile Big Data size 
Limited Editing tool 

ASCII Txt Easy browse Difficult 3D Editing 

 

3.2. Tool Manipulation DEM Creation and Editing 

 DEM Creation 

Open target Block file and start “ATE”. 
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Select Output DEM format, Output file name, Grid interval (cell size). 

 

 

Select Output DEM format, Output file name, Grid interval (cell size). 

 

 

 

 DEM Editing 

There are “DSM” and “DTM”. “DSM” is usually generated with Image matching method (See (2) Image 

Matching) and “DTM” is usually generated from Contourline, edited “DSM” with Photogrammetric software 

(See Chapter 3.2.). 

 Select image pair 

Open “Terrain Editor” then Drag image pair from list into stereo window. 
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 Open DEM & Display Control 

Go to “Terrain Files and Display” panel and select created DEM then click “Load”. 

Displaying DEM, there are 4 options. 

 

 

 

  

Click “Settings” Button and change setting (ex: Contours) 

LR 

Breakline 

Point
s 

TIN 

Images 

Open DEM (Select & Load) 

Save Edit Contour 

Point  Breakline   Triangles   Contours 
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Go to “Terrain Editing” panel. 

 

 

 Type of Editing 

There are following type of Editing tool. 

Type Method Target (example) 
Point Editing 1 by 1 Edit Summit. Depression, Points required precise Editing 
Breakline 
Editing 

Linear Edit Ridge, Valley, Edge 

Bulldozer 
Editing 

Linear and parallel Edit Road, Wide river  

Area Editing Area by Area Water surface, Forest, Slope, Buildup area, Flat area, 
Spike  

 

 Point Editing 

“Point Editing” Tool is useful to edit points one by one, if work area is not big, number of point is not many, 

and high accuracy is required, this tool is useful. In the opposite situation, it takes a lot of time. 

Add Point (Add): Click “Add” icon and click area where has no DEM point within selectable range of cursor 

setting. 

Add Point (Edit): Click “Add” icon and click on target DEM point in the selectable range then move 

(horizontally or vertically). 

Delete Point: Click “Delete” icon and click target DEM point within selectable range. 
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 Breakline Editing 

This tool is useful to modify DEM along linear feature such as Ridges, Valleys, Cliffs, Slopes, Artificial features. 

V-Shape is useful for steep line and U-Shape is for gentle slope. 

 

 

<Hard (V-Shape) > 

Add 

Delete 

Change setting depends on condition 

Change setting depends on condition 
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<Hard (U-Shape) > 

 

 

 Geomorphic Editing 

This option is used in the area covered by DEM. “Bulldozer” and “Hedge Trimmer” are useful. 

“Bulldozer” is a command to level points on the same elevation along drawn line. 

Using “Bulldozer” tool, set width of target and draw centerline. 

Valley 

Edge 

Slope 
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 Area Editing 

This option modifies points which are selected by area. make Click “Area Select Tool” and draw area (as 

Polygon). 

 

 

<Bias Elevations> 

This tool makes selected point shift vertically. This is useful shifting points from top of tree group with similar 

height to on ground. 

Draw centerline on the 
target. 
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<Smooth Elevations> 

This tool makes selected point smooth removing small spikes or depressions. This is useful removing points 

which are effected by DSM in vegetation area. 

 

 

<Set Constant Z > 

This tool moves selected point to vertically flat elevation. The height is defined from selected points, 

boundary, cursor z, input value. This is useful moving points on building (in buildup area), on standing water. 

 

 

<Fit Surface to Points > 

Height of tree 

Before    Drawn Area (and Apply)            After 
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This tool moves selected point on face made by area. This is useful moving points on artificial slope or bare 

natural slope. 

 

 

<Remove Elevation Spikes > 

Do to inappropriate image matching, sometime spikes occur. This is tool to remove these spikes in area. 

 

 

3.3. Quality Evaluation of DEM 

Generally, following method of evaluation is expected and those shall be done and reported based on ASIG 

Standard. 

Method of Evaluation Target error Type of DEM  

DSM DTM 
Visual Check Compare Contour 

line to Orthophoto 
Spikes, Extreme difference from 
Orthophoto 

〇 〇 

Orthophoto Distorted area on Orthophoto 〇  
Inconsistency to Valley (River)  〇 
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Method of Evaluation Target error Type of DEM  

DSM DTM 
on Orthophoto 

Accuracy Check Compare Grid 
Raster to Spot 
Elevation (ground) 

Area whose difference exceeds 
“Maximum threshold” in ASIG 
Standard. 
Points who make number of 
unsatisfied (with ASIG Standard) 
points exceed more than 5% 

 〇 

Logical Check Contour line 0 elevation, Wrong value, 
unappropriated line connection 

 〇 

 

4. Orthophoto Creation 

4.1. Essential Instruction 

 Concept of Orthophoto 

Rectification means that giving geographical coordinate to aerial photos or satellite image.  RPC model or 

sensor model of aerial camera or satellite sensor is loaded for rectification processing.  Rectification gives a 

reference datum to an image.  On the other hand, rectification using DEM data is called ortho-rectification.  

Ortho-rectification transforms central projection to ortho projection and reduces distortion caused by terrain. 
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 Work flow of creating Orthophoto 

See 1.1 Workflow. 

 

 Quality of Orthophoto 

In case that comparing accuracy of rectification and ortho-rectification, positional accuracy of ortho-

rectification is more accurate than rectification. 

The followings are a sample of comparing. 

 

Positional accuracy of rectification where there is relative elevation. 
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Positional accuracy of ortho-rectification where there is relative elevation. 

 

There is single image ortho-rectification and stereo image ortho-rectification in ortho-rectification.  

Distinction of them is distinction of elevation data to be used.  In the single image ortho-rectification, existing 

elevation data is used.  On the other hand, in the stereo image ortho-rectification, elevation data which is 

generated from stereo pair is used. 

Positional accuracy of the ortho-rectification depends on accuracy of elevation data used.  Therefore, 

generally, accuracy of the stereo image ortho-rectification that is able to generate more detailed elevation 

data is higher than the single image ortho-rectification. 

In case of using exiting elevation data, accuracy of the data and difference between date of the data 

generated and date of images shot shall have an influence on the accuracy of ortho-rectification as errors. 

In the stereo image ortho-rectification, if images for stereo pair are shot on around the same time, error by 

date difference shall be removed.  However, in case that existing elevation data is used in the stereo image 

ortho-rectification using several images, its accuracy shall be in the same range of the single image ortho-

rectification. 

 

4.2. Tool Manipulation of Orthophoto 

 Ortho Rectification 

Ortho rectification is Reconstructing of exposure condition based on the result of Aerial Triangulation (i.e. 

interior orientation and exterior orientation) and DEM and brightness value is calculated by collinear condition 

among exposure – image – ground 

 

 

 

 Procedure of Ortho Rectification 

Ortho rectification is implemented 1 stereo pair by 1 stereo pair with DEM and each rectified image shall be 
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mosaicked into 1 image. For Borders for each image to clip is called as “Seam line”, Seam line has 2 ways. 1 is 

automatic created and another is manually created. Mosaicked Orthophoto is clipped by neat line or Map 

sheet or AOI as needed. 

 

i）Setting 

 Click icon. 

 

 

ii）Input File Name corresponds with 

 

 

 

① Input Stereo pair 

② Name of Output (Ortho) 

③ DEM Format 

④ DEM file 

⑤Pixel size of Output (Ortho) 
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iii）Setting of Output Image of Orthophoto 
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 Ortho Mosaicking 

i）Open the Mosaic Pro 

 

 

ii）Import Images 
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iii）Seamline Generation 

 

 

iv）Parameter Setting 

Select “Color Correction” setting (recommendation: only dodging) and Set “Smoothing” and 

“Feathering” parameter. 

 

 

Set “Output Cell Size” and set output folder, file format, file name. 
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Check the result with ERDAS Imagine viewer. 

 

v）Seamline Editing 

Sometimes, auto created “Seamline” does not run between adjacent images, in this case,  

Select target “seamline” (Ortho1) and show selected image 

 

  

Ortho1 

Ortho2 
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Select the “Seamline” of “Ortho2” and Edit border then Select the “Seamline” of “Ortho3” and Edit. 

 

 

vi）Clip mosaicked Ortho by Neat line (Throughout Mosaicking Process) 

Set parameter of “Smoothing” and “Feathering” around the Seamline. 

Then Import the target neat-line for clip and Select the Field of the sheet name. 

 

Ortho1 

Ortho2 

Ortho1 

Ortho2 

Show image of Edit “Ortho1”                   and “Seamline” of “Ortho1” 

Ortho3 

Ortho2 

Ortho2 

Ortho3 
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Input “Specify Collar Extent (Buffer from the Neat-line)” and check the Cell Size. 

Show the imported shape and select the sheet for clip (not only one). 

 

 

Set the output images and Check “Selected” (important!!) and input the first letter for the output files. 
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4.3. Quality Evaluation of Orthophoto 

Orthophoto is generally evaluated sheet by sheet. Number of points / sheet shall be defined in ASIG 

“Standard”. 

 

end 

 


